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the members of the subgroup in terms of income but in terms of the same characteris-

tic they feel themselves as non-identical from members of the other subgroups. Since

an increase in the‘identification' component increases homogeneity (equality) within a

subgroup and higher‘alienation' leads to ａ greater heterogeneity (inequality) between

subgroups, both‘identification' and‘alienation' are increasingly related to polarization･

Thus, polarization involves an equity-like component (identification) and an inequity-

like component (alienation). Evidently, a high level of polarization, as characterized

by the presence of conflicting subgroups, may generate social conflicts, rebellions and

tensions (see Pressman, 2001). Esteban and Ray (1994) developed an axiomatic char-

acterization of an index of polarization in ａ quasi-additive framework by directly taking

into account the above ａＳｐｅｃtS1'2｡

　Zhang and Kanbur (2001)PrｏＰＯＳｅｄan index of polarization, which incorporates the

intuition behind the‘identification' and ‘alienation' factors. Their index is given by the

ratio between the between-group and within-group components of inequality, where for

any partitioning of the population into disjoint subgroups, such as subgroups by age,

sex, race, region, ｅtｃ･，between-group inequality is given by the level of inequality that

arises due to variations in average levels of income among these subgroups. ０ｎ the

other hand, within-group inequality arises due to variations in incomes within each of

the subgroups. Thｕsけhe between-group term can be taken as an indicator of alien-

ation and the within-group component is inversely related to identification. A similar

approach adopted by Rodriguez and Salas (2003) considered bi-partitioning of the pop-

ulation using the median and defined ａbi-polarization index as the difference between

the between-group and within-group terms of the Donaldson-Weymark (1980) S-Gini

index of inequality (see also Silber et al･，2007).Sｕch indices are‘reduced-form' or‘ab-

breviated' indices that can be used to characterize the trade-off between the alienation

and identification components of polarization｡

　As Esteban and Ray (2005, p.27) noted, the Zhang-Kanbur formulation is ａ‘di-

rect translation of the intuition behind' the postulates that polarization is increasing in

between-group inequality and decreasing in within-group inequality. Since the Zhang-

Kanbur -Rodriguez-Salas approach enables us to understand the two main components

of polarization, identification and alienation, in an intuitive way, our paper makes

some analytical and rigorous investigation using the idea that polarization is related

to between-group inequality and within-group inequality in increasing and decreasing

ways respectively｡

　Now, polarization indices can がｖｅquite different results.　Evidently, ａ particular

　　1 See also Esteban and Ray (1999), D'Ambrosio (2001), Gradin (2002), Duclos et a1. (2004), Lasso dela

Vega and Urrutia (2006)and Esteban et a1. (2007).

　　2 The Esteban-Ray (1994) notion of polarization is based on multiple subgroups 皿d is more general

than the concept of bi-polarization, which is measured by the dispersion of the distribution from the median

towards the extreme points (see Wolfson, 1994, 1997; Wang and Tsui, 2000; Chakravarty and Majumder,

2001; Chakravarty 皿d D'Ambrosio, 2010; Foster 皿d Wolfson, 2010 皿ｄ Lasso de la Vega et a1･，2010). For

ａ recent discussion on alternative notions of polarization, see Chakravarty (2009).
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index will rank income distributionsin ａ complete manner. However, two different in-

dices may rank two alternative income distributions in opposite directions. In view of

this,it becomes worthwhile to develop necessary and sufficient conditions that make

one distribution more or less polarized than another unambiguously. This is one Ob-

jective of this paper. ぺNe can then say whether one income distribution has higher or

lower polarization than another by all abbreviated polarization indices that satisfy cer-

tain conditions. In such ａ case it does not become necessary to calculate the values of

the polarization indices to check polarization ranking of distributions. If the population

is bi-partitioned using the medianけhen this notion of polarization ordering becomes

close to the Wolfson (1994, 1997)concept of bi-polarization ordering.

　　Next, given the diversity of numerical indices it will be a worthwhile exercise to char-

acterize alternative indices axiomatically for understanding which index becomes more

appropriate in which situation. An axiomatic characterization gives us insight of the

underlying index in ａ specific way through the axioms employed in the characterization

exercise.　This is the second objective of our paper. ぺNe characterize several polariza-

tion indices, including ａ generalization of the Rodriguez-Salas form. The structure of

ａ normalized ratio form index parallels that of the Zhang-Kanbur index. We then show

that the different sets of intuitively reasonable axioms considered in the characterization

exercises are independent, that is, each setis minimal in the sense that none of its proper

subset can characterize the index.

　　Finally,we show that itis also possible to startwith a functional form ofａpolarization

index and determine the inequality index which would generate the given polarization

index. Specifically, we wish to determine ａ set of sufficient conditions on the form

of ａpolarization index to guarantee that there exists an inequality index, which would

produce the polarization index. This may be regarded as the dual 0f the characterization

results for polarization indices.

　　Since subgroup decomposable inequality indices form the basis of our analysis, in

the next section of the paper we make ａ discussion on such indices. The polarization

ordering is discussed and analyzed in Section 3. The characterization theorems and ａ

duality theorem are presented in Section 4. Section ５ concludes the paper. Proofs of a11

the theorems are relegated to an Appendix (Section 6).

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2.　THE BACKGROUND

　For a population of size 77,the vector X = (xi,j:2, ･･・,Xn) represents the distribution

of income, where each 石is assumed to be drawn from the non-degenerate interval

[V, oo) in the positive part 7?仁of the real line 尺１．Ｈｅ゛ 石St皿ds for the incon!ｅ

of person j of the population.　For any １，Ｘｉ　ｅ(ＵバX)) and so, X e D" ニ[u, oo)",

the　ｎ-fold Cartesian product of [ロ,oo). The set of a11 possible income distributions

is f)＝Uf)″，ｗh eｒｅ　Ｎ　iｓthe set of natural numbers. For alln 6 A^, for ａｌｈ＝

　　　　　ｎｅＮ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　刄(Xl, JC2,… ,xn) e D≪,Σ ixi/n), the mean of ｘ，is denoted by 入(め(ｏr simply by λ)｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝１
For ａ１１n e N, 1″denotes the w-coordinated vector of ones. The non-negative orthant
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of the n-dimensional Euclidean space ７で″iSdenoted by 尺7-. An inequality index is a

function / : f)→7でヰ.

　An inequality index is said to be population subgroup decomposable ifit satisfiesthe

following axiom:

　Subgroup Decomposability (ＳＵＤ):　For a11ん≧2 and for a11x＼x＼.. ・，ｘ'＾　ｅＬ)，

I(x) = I( λ1 1″1，λ21″2，‥.，λ丿取)＋

ん

Σ

j＝1

叫(旦こ)/(ｙ)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

where ni is the population size associated with the distribution x' 、ｎ ＝　Σ

口

吻

　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
j＝1

柚＝λ(ｙ)＝ｍｅａｎ of the distribution Xi,X, = (λ1，λ2，‥・，λだ),n = (n＼,n2, ..・，ｎｋ)，

coi(n, X) is the positive weight attached to inequality in ｙ ，assumed to depend on the

vectors n_ and X, and xフニ(ｘ1，ｘ2い‥ ，ｘｋ).　SUD shows that for any partitioning of

the population, total inequality can be broken down into its between-group and within-

group components. The between-group term (召/) gives the level of inequality that

would arise if each income in ａ subgroup were replaced by the mean income of the sub-

group and the within- group term (WI) is the weighted sum of inequalities in different

subgroups (see Foster, 1985 and Chakravarty, 2009). Since for inequality and SUD to

be well defined, we need μ,ん∈r and Hi ∈r for a11 1 ≦/≦ k, we assume throughout

the paper thatn≧4, whereΓ = N＼{1} ｡

　Shorrocks (1980) has shown that ａ twice continuously differentible inequality in-

dex / : £)→7で ]_ satisfying scale invariance (homogeneity of degree zero), subgroup

decomposability, the population principle (invariance under replications of the popula-

tion), symmetry (invariance under reordering of incomes), continuity and non-negativity

(the non-negative index takes on the value zero if only if all the incomes are equal) must

be of the following form:

１

E(ｃ
１

Jcix) =

　μ

Σ

）ご
入

ニΣlogニ
町二1
言

ｊ旦
入

Ｅ

Ｃ

Ｃ

０

logﾐと，ｃニ１

1

］

ｃ≠0,1,

(2)

The family Ic, which is popularly known as the generalized entropy family satisfies

the Pigou-Dalton transfers principle, a postulate, which requires inequality to reduce

under ａ transfer of income from ａperson to anyone who has a lower income such that

the transfer does not change the relative positions of the donor and the recipient. The

transfer decreases /c, by ａ larger amount the lower is the value of ｃ.　If c = 0, Ic

coincides with the Theil (1972) mean logarithmic deviation 几

the Theil (1967) entropy index of inequality. For ｃ ＝乙ｈ becomes half the squared

coefficient of variation. The well-known Gini index of inequality becomes subgroup

decomposable if subgroup income distributions are non-overlapping. (See Takayama,
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1979, for a discussion on the Gini index.) Since our formulation of SUD does not

depend on such ａrestriction,Ic does not contain the Gini index as ａspecial case｡

　The absolute sister of the family Ic, that is, the class of subgroup decomposable

inequality indices satisfying twice continuous differentiability,the population principle,

symmetry, continuity and non-negativity that remains invariant under equal translation

of allincomes is given ｂy:

　　　１
か(ｘ)＝－
　　　μ

斤(め

１

一

尺

μ

j＝1

　刄

２
西

Σ

j＝1

θ≠０，

λ2 (3)

The variance Iv and the exponential index /θにor a11real non-zero values of ^, satisfy

the Pigou-Dalton transfers principle (see Chakravarty and Tyagarupananda, 2009)｡

　The weight attached to the inequality of subgroup 八ｎ the decomposition of the family

みiS given by 叫(旦こ)＝(陶か)/(λ/λ iY. The corresponding weights in the decom-

position ｏｆかand Iv are given by 叫(旦よ)＝(叫／勺/(回飢)ａｎｄ{陶/帥rｅＳｐｅｃtiｖely･

Evidently, the sum of these weights across subgroups becomes unity only for the two

Theil indices and the variance｡

　If there is a progressive transfer of income between two persons in a subgroup then

inequality within the subgroup decreases without affecting between-group inequality･

But polarization increases because of higher homogeneity/identification of individuals

within a subgroup.　0f two subgroups, a proportionate (ａｎabsolute) reduction in ａ１１

incomes of the one with lower mean keeps the subgroup relative (absolute) inequality

unchanged but reduces its mean income further. Likewise, a proportionate (ａｎabso-

lute) increase in the incomes of the other subgroup increases its mean but keeps rela-

tive (absolute) inequality unaltered. This in turn implies that Ｂｆ increases. In other

words, a greater distancing between subgroup means, keeping within-group inequality

unchanged, increases between-group inequality making the subgroups more heteroge-

neous. Ａ sufficient condition that ensures fulfillment of this requirement is that the

decomposition coefficient 叫(旦よ) depends only on ｆｉｉIn . The only subgroup decom-

posable indices for which this condition holds are the Theil mean logarithmic deviation

index几variance. We denote the set

{Ｉｍｌ，　Iｖ}of these two indices by SD. For further analysis, we restrictour attention to

the set S£).Note that the members of S£) are onto functions and they vary continuously

over the entire non-negative part of the real line. (lt may be mentioned here that the

Esteban-Ray (2005) discussion on the Kanbur-Zhang index is based on the functional

form Ｉｍｌ-)Ｗｅ also assume throughout the paper that the number of subgroups (ん)is

exogenously given.

3 Buourguignon (1979) developed a characterizationo?Ｉｍｌ using叫(旦込)＝ Uiln.
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３．　THE POLARIZATION ORDERING

　Following our discussion in Section 1，we define ａpolarization index Ｐ　ａＳａreal val-

ued function of income distributions of arbitrary number of subgroups of a population,

partitioned with respect to some homogeneous characteristic. Formally,

　Definition １.　By ａpolarization index we mean ａ continuous function /）:Ω→

R ^, where

じＵ
に

　Ｈ

∈Γ,1≦j≦だ

For any λ7＝(ｘ1，ｘ2，‥・，λ7だ)∈Ω，ん∈r,thereal numb ｅｒ　Ｐ(x)indicates the level of

polarization associated with ｘ.

　Often economic indicators abbreviate the entire income distribution in terms of two

or more characteristics of the distribution. For instance, ａ‘reduced-form' welfare func-

tion expresses social welfare as an increasing function of efficiency (mean income)

and ａdecreasing function of inequality (see Ebert, 1987; Amiel and Cowell, 2003 and

Chakravarty, 2009, 2009a). Likewise, we have

　Definition ２.　Ａ polarization index ｐ　＼s called abbreviated or reduced-form if

for a11 λ7　＝(λ71，λ72，‥・，ｘだ)∈　Ω，ん　∈　Γ,P(x) can be expressed as ？(め　＝

f(BI( 牡WI(x)), where / e SD is arbitrary and the real valued function / defined

on 7?ELis continuous.

　We refer to the function / considered above as ａ characteristic function. Clearly, the

polarization index defined above will be a relative or an absolute index according as we

choos ｅImi, ｏrハ

　Since the characteristics‘identification' and‘alienation' are regarded as being intrin-

sic to the concept of polarization, in order to take them into account correctly we assume

that the function /is monotonic, that is, itis increasing in ＢＩ and decreasing in Ｗ/.

Such polarization indices are called feasible. Formally,

　Definition ３. Ａ reduced-form polarization index P{x) = f{BI(x),WI(x)),

wh eｔｅｌ ｅ SD, ｘ＝(ｘ1，λ72，‥‥ｘだ)∈Ω，ん∈r are arbitrary and the real valued

function y defined on 7?ELis continuous, is called feasible if /is increasing in BI　ａnd

decreasing in W /･

　It will now be worthwhile to comare the index presented in Definition 3 with the

Esteban-Ray (1994) index, which is given by

£μ(Ｐべ)＝Å 　ん　んΣΣ足十 ≒）心i一勺|

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝リ＝1

whereこ i is the representative income, defined in an unambiguous way, of subgroup 八

角is its population size,こiS the vector ofこﾊﾞS，Å＞O is a constant and lぐ∈［0，1.6］.

Here the function 彫 which is positive for Pi > 0, indicates ａ sense of identification of

an individual in subgroup j with other persons in the same subgroup. As the parameter

K approaches zero, ＥＲａ pproaches the Gini index. A positive value of K, and hence the
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identification function Ｐし underlines the differences between inequality and polariza-

tion.０ｎ the other hand･ the distance function lこj一勺I is an indicator of the alienation

component. Clearly, both identification and alienation are directly related to 石凡Thus,

while in our case, identification is formulated in terms of inverse within-group inequal-

ity, in the case of £7で,it is a function of population proportions. In contrast, in both

cases, the alienation component is based on income distances. べVhile　ER directly in-

corporates the subgroup-sizes, in the reduced-form index the subgroup-sizes are taken

into account in the within-group component of inequality. (See the definition of the

family S£)ｉｎSection 2.) Thus, for the latteridentification is formulated involving both

subgroup-sizes and subgroup inequality levels. Now, for a small subgroup if inequality

of the subgroup is sufficiently high, its contribution to overall within-group inequal-

ity component may be high. Consequently, its impact on identification, and hence on

polarization, is quite１０ｗ｡

　In the Esteban-Ray framework, the postulates are formulated in terms of population

shift and minimum polarization arises when there is perfect homogeneity in the sense

that the entire population is concentrated in a subgroup, that is,identification is maxi-

mum. In the reduced-form set up the notion of polarization is based on inequality in-

dices and therefore, the postulates involve, among other conditions, scaling/translation

of incomes and redistribution of incomes.　The minimum polarization arises in this

case when both alienation and identification are minimum, that is, when召/＝Ｏ and

Ｗ/ is maximum. In the　ＥＲ-case, polarization is maximized when the population is

equally splitinto two subgroups and the remaining subgroups have zero population-

size, whereas in our case, maximum polarization arises if identification is maximized

(Ｗ/＝O)ａｎｄ alienation {BI) is also maximum. Thus, while for the　ＥＲ-case, these

extreme situations are specified in terms of population concentration, in the present

case, they are consequences of income concentration. These differences arise because

of different basic formulations｡

　Note that as the number of subgroups increases and k ends up in 仏each individual

constitutesａsubgroup. Since for the concept of subgroup inequality to be defined, there

should be atleast two persons in a subgroup, within-group inquality is undefined. That

is, now there is only one subgroup, the entire population. Consequently, inequality is

represented only by the between-group term, a direct indicator of polarization. Thus,

in this polar case in the absence of identification component inequality and polarization

are increasingly related. In fact, Esteban and Ray (1994) also did not‘claim that the

notion of polarization always conflicts with that of inequality (op. cit, p. 825)'｡

　There are some more differences between our approach and 石尺-approach. For in-

stance, in the　ＥＲ-approach, the impact of merger of two equally-sized groups at the

midpoint will depend on the shape of the entire distribution. However, in the Zhang-

Kanbur set ｕPけhis will lead to reduction of inequality as well as polarization.　This

difference arises because while the latterlooks at polarization simply in terms of iden-

tificationand alientation with a fixed number of groups, the former allows variability of

groups as well as shifts of populations across groups. へAwhileour objective is definitely

not to supplant thｅＥＲ -index, we see ａdear merit in the Zhang-Kanbur approach given
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that the number of groups as well as group sizes are fixed, because it takes into account

the alienation and identification factors in ａ very easy and intuitive way. Since polariza-

tion is ａ multifaceted phenomenon, our attempt t０１００ｋat polarization from ａ different

perspective appears to be quite sensible･

3.1. 　ＴｈｅＯ�ｅｒｉｎｇ

　In order to develop ａ polarization ordering of the income distributions, consider the

distributions x = (x^ ･x＼.. ・，λ7だ)，ｙニ(y1，y2，‥ヽリｋ)，EIをI nni , wh eｒｅ　k≧

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

２

陶≧２，１≦／≦ k are arbitrary. Then we say that χ is more polarized than y， what we

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

write ｘ ＞-ｒ y,if P(x) > P(y) for all feasible polarization indices 戸：Ｈ Ｄｌｌｉ→R 1｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

Our definition of >-p is general in the sense that we do not assume equality of the total

income of the distributions｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

　As we have noted in the previous section, given y ＝(y1， y2，
‥・ づｋ

)ＥＨ£)″へ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

we can generate x = {x^, λ72，‥・，λ7だ)Ｅ　Ｈ£)″へwhich is more polarized than y。

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

by one of the following three polarization increasing transformations: (i) decreasing

WI (keepin ｇＢＩ unchanged), (ii戸ncreasin ｇＢＩ (keeping W7 unchanged), and (iii)

decreasing W/ and increasin ｇＢＩ. We can write these three conditions more compactly

aS召７(め≧召 I(y) and WI(x) ≦WI(y)with strict inequality in at least one case. The

following theorem demonstrates equivalence of this with ｘ ＞-ｐ　ｙ-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

　Theorem １，Ｌｅt ｘ＝(Ｊ１，λ７２，‥・，λ７だ)，y＝(y1， y2，
‥・ づｋ

)ＥＨ７)″へｗ/z肖で

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

ん≧2,陶≧２，１≦ｊ≦ k，ａｒｅ　ａｒbitｒａｒｙ.　1"henthe folloｗｉｎｇ ｃｏｎｄｉtｉｏｎｓａｒｅｅｑｕiｖａｌｅｎt:

　(i) X〉-ｒ y.

　(ii) B7 (め≧ B7 (y) ａｎｄ ＷＩ (め≦Ｗ几 y)for ａｎｙｉｎｅｑｕalitｙｉｎｄｅｘｌ ｉｎ ＳＤ， ｗith

　　　　ｓtｒｉｃt ｉｎｅｑｕalitＡ!ｉｎａt ｌｅａｓtｏｎｅｃａｓｅ.

　ＰＲＯＯＦ: See Appendix.

　What Theorem ｌ says is the following: 汀condition (ii) holds then we can unam-

biguously say that distribution x is regarded as more polarized than distribution y by a11

reduced-form polarization indices that are increasing in B]　ａ nd decreasing in W / . Note

that we do not require equality of the mean incomes of the distributions for this result

to hold. Clearly, condion (ii) in the theorem can be verified easily.

ヱ2.£) ＩＳＣＵＳＳＩＯれ

　The polarization ordering defined in the theorem is ａ quasi-ordering―it is tran-

sitive but not complete.　To see this, consider the bi-partitioned distributions λフニ

((1,3, 5), (2, 6)) and y ＝㈲,3, 5), (2, 4)). Let us choose 斤ａs the index of inequality

and denote its between and within-group components by 召Iv and 叩斤respectively･

Then Blvix) = (6/25), BIｖ (y)＝0.Alsｏ 叩斤 (X) = (16/5),叩斤 (y) ― 2. Thus, we

have ＢＩｖ (め＞召行(y)ａｎｄ 叩斤(め＞叩斤(牡This shows that the distributions Ｘ
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and y are not comparable with respect to >-p and hence >-p is not ａcomplete ordering･

Next, suppose that for three distributions 孔y ａｎｄこ,partitioned with respect to the same

characteristic into equal number of subgroups, we have λ7〉･p y and y 〉-一戸こ.Then it is

easy to check thatλ7＞一戸こholds,which demonstrates transitivityof ＞一戸.

　Now, to see that inequality ordering of income distributions is different from DO-

larization ordering, consider the bi-partitioned distributions y = ((a,c),(b,d)) and

ｘ＝(( ａ，Ｃ－ε)，(か十εべi)), where ａ ＜か < c < d and O < s < (c ―か)/2. Then it

is easy to see that 召斤(y)〈召 Iv{x) but 叩行(y) > WIv(x). Hence for all feasible

polarization indices らｗｅ hav ef )(y)＜戸(ｘ).Ｂｕt by the Pigou-Dalton transfers princi-

pie, Iv{y) > Iv(x). Next, let us consider the income distribution Ｊ ＝(丿 ,x＼.. ・，丿)

　　ん
e nｎｎｉ and generate the distribution y ＝(y1（y2，… 丿ｋ )frｏｍｘ by the following

　j＝1

transformation: ｙ ＝ｙ for all/ ≠j and丿is obtained fromjc-' by a progressive trans-

fer of income between two persons in subgroup ﾌﾟ.By construction, BI (めニ召 i(y)

and WI{y) < WI{x), wh eｒｅＩ ｅ SD. This in turn implies that for any feasible polar-

ization index P, P(y) > P(jc).But the inequality ordering here is I(x) > /(3;).Thus,

in these two cases polarization and inequality rank the distributions in completely oppo-

site ways. The intuitive reasoning behind this is that while each of the two components

BI　ａnd Ｗ/ is related to inequality in an increasing manner, for polarization the former

has an increasing relationship but for the latter the relationship is ａ decreasing one. It

should be evident that polarization ordering will depend on the way partitioning of the

population is done. For instance, with ethnic group partitioning, one population may be

regarded as more polarized than another while for geographic location partitioning the

reverse situation may arise. This is natural because the identification of the subgroups

depends on the characteristic using which the partitioning is ｄｏｎｅ･

3.3. 　ＡＣｏｍｐａｒiｓｏｎｗiththe Bi-ｐｏｌａｒiｚａtｉｏｎＯｒｄｅｒｉｎｇ

　To relate >P with the bi-polarization ordering, which relies on the increased spread

and increased bipolarity axioms, suppose that the distributions are partitioned into two

subgroups with incomes below and above the median. The increased spread axiom says

that polarization should go up under increments (reductions) in incomes above (be10ｗ)

the median. The increased bipolarity axiom, which requires bi-polarization to increase

under a progressive transfer of income on the either side of the median, is a bunching or

clustering principle.

　For any Ｘ　Ｅ　D≪, let m(x) (or simply m) be the median income ａｎｄλTO　＝

(回,回，‥．，球)be the non-decreasingly ordered permutation of X. We assume for

simplicitythat加s odd Then m(x) =ヰwhere n = Iﾄﾞﾄﾞ)Ｌｅt迎(球)be the

subvector of ｘo such that 耳)〈 m (xf > m).

　The normalized aggregate shortfall RB
(恥え)＝上　Σ　㈲一耳)戸S

the devia-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｎノ　　ｎｍ　： ≦i<n

tion of the total income of the population proportion J/ｎ from the corresponding total

thatit would possess under the hypothetical case where everybody enjoys the median
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income, as a fraction of the factor n打n, where 1 ≦j < n. This is the ordinate of the rel-

ative bipolarization curve (ＲＢＣ)of ｘ， corresponding to the population proportion j/ｗ．

where 1 ≦i < n. For incon!es not less than the median, the corresponding ordinate

iS

上　

Σ(耳)一回).A similar construction of the curve runs when the population

　ｎｍ ｎ<i<j

　　　　一一size is even. (See Wolfson, 1997, 1999, Wang and Tsui, 2000， Chakravarty, 2009 and

Foster and Wolfson, 20 1 0). It is shown that of two distributions Ｘ，y Ｅ£)", the RBC

of y dominates that of X, that is, the RBC of y is nowhere below that ofλ７ and at some

places strictly inside, if and only if y is more polarized than λ7by a11 relative, symmetric

bi-polarization indices that satisfy the increased spread and increased bipolarity axioms

(seeへVolfson, 1997, 1999, Chakravarty et a1･， 2007 ，Chakravarty, 2009 and Foster and

Wolf son, 2010). Wang and Tsui (2000)Shoｗed that, for a given median, this is equiva-

lent to the condition that y?. ≦λ7?.召ａｎｄλ77C≦y7 for all bistochastic matrices 召, Cof

appropriate orders, ａｎｄ述≠ｘ?.ａｎｄ/ｏr八≠ xl. (For any two n-coordinated vectors

/7 and ｑ,ｐ ≦ｇ means that 扨≦ Qi for a11 1 ≦j≦ n. An n× n nonnegative matrix is

called a bistochastic matrix of order μif each of its rows and columns Sｕｎ!S t0 1.)４

　Note that for a population bipartitioned using the median, alienation refers to increase

in the distance between the subgroups below and above the median and this can be

achieved by increasing (decreasing) incomes proportionately above (below) the median.

Hence, alienation IS similar ｍ spirit to the increased spread axiom. Now, a progressive

transfer of incomes between two individuals on the same side of the median increases

identification. Thus, the increased bipolarity axiom possesses the same flavor as the

identification criterion. Hence the two notions of polarization ordering are essentially

the same when the two population subgroups are formed using the median^.

　　　　　　　　　　　　4. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS

　Ａ polarization ordering often may not be able to rank two distributions conclusively･

Then in order t０１００ｋat the directional rankings of the distributions in terms of polariza-

tion, it becomes necessary to calculate values of one or more polarization indices. Use

of ａ particular index involves ａ set of implicit value judgements. へNe know that ａ char-

acterization exercise gives us ａ set of necessary and sufficient conditions for identifying

an index uniquely. These conditions, which are refe汀ed to as axioms, become helpful

in understanding the underlying polarization index in an intuitive way. In other words,

characterization of an index enables us to get insight of the implicit value judgements

in an explicit manner. These axioms seem to be appropriate for ａ polarization index in

ａ particular framework･

　A11 the polarization indices considered in this section are assumed to be feasible (ａＳ

　４ An absolute bipolarization curve is obtained by scaling up the RBC by the median. Chakravarty et a1.

(2007)shoｗed that ａ unanimous ranking of two income distributions by all absolute bipolarization indices

ｃ皿be achieved through pairwise comparison of their absolute bipolarization curves.

　5 1n a recent contribution, Bossert皿d Schworm (2008) showed that the two-group approach can be inter-

preted in terms of treating polarization as 皿aggregate of inverse welfare measures of the two groups under

consideration. See also Duclos 皿ｄ Echevin (2005) and Chakravarty et a1. (2007)foｒ ａ related discussion.
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defined in Definition 3)｡

　We can very well conceive of ａ‘threshold level'/‘tolerancelimit' of polarization ex-

ceeding which a society becomes turbulent^. In this case, ａ small increment in alien-

ation/identificationis likely to escalate tension to ａdegree, which may generate conflict,

as characterized by higher polarization. This is strengthened further by an argument of

Esteban and Ray (1994, p. 844) which says that“…when the population is already

largely bunched at the two extreme points, further bunching will serve to accentuate

polarizationグIt is likely that the net increment in polarization will not be lower for ａ

society characterized by a higher level ０ｆconflict/polarization. Now, the tolerance limit

is likely to vary from society to society, particularly, for a highly peaceful society it

is expected to be quite low. This, therefore, permits us to assume that the change in

polarization is non-decreasingly related to alienation and identification over the entire

domain. As we have said, while in the Esteban-Ray set up the axioms are based on

population concentration, in our case the notion of polarization is based on income con-

centration between and within-groups. Consequently, for the latter polarization change

should be related to inequality change｡

　The following two axioms can now be stated:

　(Al)　For a11λ7　＝(λ71，ｘ2，‥・，λ7だ)∈　Ω，ん　∈　Γandfor any non-negativeα，

f(BI(x) 十a,WI(x))- ア(BI{x),WI(x)) = ^j/(BI(x),WI(x)) リ(a) for some con-

tinuous functions 牡尺幸々 R＼. and g:尺十々尺しwhere l夕is non-decreasing in its

firstargument, ０Ｓ increasing, g(0) ― 0 and I　ｅ　ＳＤ。

　(A2)　For a11λ7　＝(ｘ1，ｘ2，‥‥ｘだ)∈　Ω，ん　∈　rand for any non-negative β，

八BI{x),WI(x)) 一八BI(x),WI(x) 十β) =w{BI{x),WI{x))h{ β) for some con-

tinuous functions (ρ:尺幸→ R＼. and /z: 叫→ R]_, where (p is non-decreasing in its

second argument, h is increasing, h(0) = 0 and I　ｅ　SL)｡

　Clearly, these two axioms specify the rate of increase in ＢＩ　ａnd that of decrease in

Ｗ/ respectively in ａ specific but very simple way. Axiom (Al) says that increment

in polarization resulting from an increase in 召/ by the amount αiS proprtional to an

increasing transform of a. More precisely, it stipulates that the increment can be de-

composed into two continuous factors, one ａnon-negative function of a alone and the

other ａnon-negative valued function ｏｆ　Ｂｌａnd Ｗ八which is non-decreasing in BI. In

other words, given differentiabilityof the function 几the polarization index becomes

convex in BI. Increasingness of the function リreflects the view that polarization is in-

creasing in 召/.The assumption リ(O)＝Ｏ ensures that if there is no change in BI, there

will be no change in the value of the polarization index (assuming that Ｗ７remains un-

altered). Given other things, with a higher value of a, there will be more increment

in alienation. Axiom (A 2) can be explained similarly. The functions リand /zmay be

interpreted respectively as alienation and identification sensitivity functions｡

　It may be worthwhile to note that decompositions of the type specified in axioms

(Al) and (A2) can as well be satisfied by some bipolarization indices. To see this,

consider the distribution λフニ(xi,X2,X3 ニm, X4, X5), where x/'s are non-decreasingly

　6 This term‘toler皿celimit'is borrowed from thetheoryofStatisticalQualityControl.
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ordered and z77is the median. Now, consider the bipolarizationindex ｅ(め
一

一

１

G)ｅｘP{一元臨一面I.
This absolute, symmetric index of bipolarization satisfies

the increased spread and increased bipolarity axioms. It takes on the value o when the

income distribution is perfectly equal. Next, suppose that the distribution y is obtained

from the distribution Ｊ by increasing the highest income X5 by an amount ｃ ＞O， that

is, yi = Xi, for 1 ≦/≦4 and y5 ＝J5十ｃ. Then the change (?(y)－(? (x) can be

　　　　　　　　　　　　1expressed as the product ?i expj ■
５
Σｌｘに削

j＝1

{1 -exp(-c)}. That is, the change

has been decomposed into two components, one depends on the original distribution λ７

and other on the increment ｃ.

　Often we may need to assume that ａ polarization index is normalized, that is, for ａ

perfectly equal distribution the value of the polarization index is zero. Formally,

　(A3) For arbitrary ん∈r, if jc = (x＼x^,.. ・，λ7だ)∈Ωisof the form
ｙ

＝ｄ″へ

where ni ∈r for all 1 ≦/≦ k and ｃ ＞O is ａ scalar, then for any ｌ　ｅ　ＳＥ)，

八BI(x),WI(x)) =0.

　Since for ａ perfectly equal distribution x.BI (ｘ)＝Ｗ/(ｘ)＝0，ｗｅ may restate

axiom (A3) as/(0,0) =0｡

　The following theorem can now be stated｡

　Theorem １. Ａｓｓｕｍｅ that tｈｅ ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic　ｆｕｎｃtｉｏｎ　iｓ　ｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓりdiffeｒｅｎtiable.

Ａｓｓｕｍｅ　alｓｏ that the ｒｉｇｈt ｐａｒtｉａｌ ｄｅｒｉｖａtiｖｅ ｏｆ tｈｅ ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ ａt 乙ｅｒｏ ｗith

ｒｅｓｐｅｃt tｏ ｅａｃｈ ａｒｇｕｍｅｎt ｅｘiｓtｓ ａｎｄ ｉｓ ｐｏｓitiｖｅ　foｒ tｈｅ ｆｉｒｓtａｒｇｕｍｅｎt ａｎｄ ｎｅｇａtiｖｅ　fo『

the ｓｅｃｏｎｄ ａｒｇｕｍｅｎt .Ｔｈｅｎ ａ　ｆｅａｓｉｂｌｅｐｏｌａｒiｚａtｉｏｎ ｉｎｄｅｘ Ｐ：Ω→尺1 ｗith ｓｕｃｈ ａ

ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ ｓａtiｓfieｓ ａｘｉｏｍｓiAl),(A2)and(A3)if,飢ｄｏｎり汀it iｓ of ｏｎｅ 吋

the folloｗｉｎｇ foｒｍｓ　foｒ ｓｏｍｅ ａｒbitｒａｒｙ　ｐｏｓitiｖｅ ｃｏｎｓtａｎtｓ ci ａｎｄ ｃｉ :

　　(i)戸1(め＝ caBI (功一 ciWUx),

(ii)巧(ｘ)＝
　Ｃ1

logfl

(ａＢＩ(・)－1)－ｃ２Ｗ/(ｘ)，ａ＞1

(iii)巧(め＝(♂7(・)－1)

　　ρ≦0，

(iｖ)ね(め＝ caBI (功一

(ｖi)几(め＝

ぐ
C1

十pWI(x)＼-C2WI(x), 0<fl<l, -C2 ≦

1), b> I

と
贈

ぐ
7;十Ｊ/(ｿﾞ) Ｏ＜わ＜1，一C1≦

(研州に1)丿> 1, b> 1

(かｗ/(・)－1)十･7( ａＢＩ(・)－1)

log a

C2

1００
(摂州)

(Ｖ)乃(め＝ caBI (功一(摂州)－1)

　　てy≦0，
(ａＢＩ(・)－1)一仁

(ａＢＩ(・)－1)一斗

　Ｃ1

log a

(ｖii)約(め　＝

　(夕州に1)

　ci

log a

ａ＞１，０＜か＜1，0≦り10g･7Z≦Ｃ1
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(viii)八(め　＝

　　　(夕州に1)

(iｘ)均(め　＝

The same remark

iｎｄｅｘ瓦1,。(ｘ) 一

一

follows. If in 乃

Piix)

ａ１＝

一

一

即
ぐ
ｅ

ａ
　
　
”
　
Ｗ

a＞1 and 1/か

吻
心

一

一

(ａＢＩ(・)－1)一斗

l<l, b> 1, 一c2≦

(ａＢＩ(・)－1)一言

ｊ
Λ

　
　
１

　
　
　
一

一

一

(かｗ/(・)－1)十･7( ａＢＩ(・)－1)

(が7(・)－1)十り( ａＢＩ(・)－1)

　　Ｃ2
≦77≦一

10g･7Z‾

-

C2

=り
-

-

ar/(・)

一

回7/(・)

, where

　ci

log a

Ｏ＜ａ＜１，わ＞1，一C2≦り logb ≦0，
　ci

log a

(研州に1), 0 < a, 　ｂ＜1，回

ar/(・)

log/?

wheｒｅ　ｘ＝口1，λ72，‥.，λ7だ)∈Ω，ん∈Γand I e S£)ａｒｅａｒbitｒａｒｙ，

　ＰＲｏｏＦ:See Appendix.

　In Theorem ２ the only assumptions we make about / are its continuous differentia-

bility and existence of partial derivatives at the end point O. Many economic indicators

satisfy these assumptions. Itis known that if the partial derivatives exist at the end point

0, then they are right partial derivatives (Rudin, 1987, p. 104).

　The constants ci and ｃ２reflectimportance of alienation and identification in the ag-

gregation. They can be interpreted as scale parameters in the sense that, given other

things, an increase in ci increases polarization.　Likewise, ceteris paribus, if c2 de-

creases then polarization increases. The other parameters can be interpreted similarly･

For c1 ニc2ニ1, Pi becomes the Rodriguez-Salas index of polarization, if we sub-

divide the population into two non-overlapping groups using the median and use the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　μ
Donaldson-Weymark S-Gini index 存(ｘ)＝1－Σ(ぴー(/－1)勺石/λがas the index of

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

inequality, where g ＞1 is an inequality sensitivity parameter and i = (X1,X2, ...,Xn)

is that permutation ofｘ such that 到≧i2≧‥・≧ Xn. For £ = 2, /g becomes the Gini

index. In the Rodriguez-Salas case foｒ　P1 to increase under a progressive transfer on

the san!e side of the median, itis necessary that 2 ≦g≦3.

　However, Rodriguez-Salas index regards all income distributions that have equal

between-group and within-group components of inequality as equally polarized. Thus,

a distributionｘ with j /(x) = WI(x) = .3 becomes equally polarized as the equal dis-

tribution y with j / (y)＝Ｗ/(y)＝O. Therefore, in situations of the type where

召/ = WI, 7)１can avoid this problem if we make different choices of ci and ｃ２.

lies to the choices of ai and ao in the 皿rmalized ratio form

, which is obtained as ａ particularcase of 乃ａs

1，then on simplification we get

一

一

as ａ special case of 乃．

＼ogb

ar/(・)

-

a7/(・)

log a

ａｓ／(・)ljWI(・)－1，ｗhich we can rewrite as 乃(ｘ)

a2＞1 . Therefore for suitable choices of the parameters we get

the normalized ratio form index

　In order to discuss eventual differences among the indices 均一杓，ｗｅ １００ｋat the

following properties.
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　Property　１.　Pis strictly convex in 召/｡

　Property　乙　Pis strictly concave in Ｕ７

　These propertie underline the choice of the policy-maker in fixing up the rate of

increase in identification and alienation factors. It is readily seen that 7）1 satisfies none

of these properties (ａｎｄ hence can be seen as ａ rather ‘weak' indicator); P2 and P3

satisfy the first property, but not the second one; P4 and P5 obey Property 2， but not

Property l while each one of the indices 角一角meets both the properties (ａｎｄ Ｓ０, they

can be considered as ‘strong' indicators). Indices乃一P9 are identical; they vary only

in terms of the restrictions on the parameters｡

　However, if two distributions λ7 and y can be ranked unambiguously by the ordering

discussed in Section 3， then from ordering perspective essentially no difference arises

among the indices characterized in Theorem ２｡

　In order to demonstrate independence of the three axioms, we need to construct

indicators of polarization that will fulfill any two of the three axioms but not the re-

maining one. The feasible characteristic function fi(s, り＝(ｉ一戸) satisfies axioms

(Al) and (A3) but not axiom (A2). Likewise, the feasible characteristic function

乃(ｉｊ)＝(芦－O fulfills axioms (A2) and (A3) but not axiom (Al). Finally, the

feasible characteristic function f3(s,t) = (s-t-l 丿S a violator of axiom (A3) but

not of axioms (Al)and(A2). We can therefore state the f0110ｗing:

　Remark １.　Axioms (Al), (A2) and (A3) are independent｡

　For the index given by (i) the ratio cilci is the marginal rate of substitution of alien-

ation for identification along an iso-polarization contour. This ratio shows how Ｗ/ can

be traded offfo ｒ　BI　ａlong the contour. In fact, we can take this trade-off into account in

ａ more general way through some changes in the original distribution. Suppose all the

incomes in the subgroup with the minimum subgroup mean are proportionately scaled

down or reduced by the same absolute amount. Because of increased differences in

subgroup means BI, that is, alienation increases, by some amount 8, say. The resulting

increase in polarization can be compensated by ａ decrease in identfication through a

sequence of regressive transfers within one or more subgroups. Since the correspond-

ing reduction in identfication depends on the size of 8, we denote it by 借(紅Ｔｈａt is,

because of an increase in 召/ by 8, for keeping the level 0f polarization unaltered it

becomes necessary to increase Ｗ/ by some amount ﾘ1(5). By a similar argument, if

Ｗ７ increases by 8 then ａ corresponding positive change in 召I by g2(8), say, will be

necessary to keep level of polarization constant (see also Esteban and Ray, 1 994, p. 828,

pp. 845-6 and Chakravarty et a1･ ，20 1 O,for ａ related discussion). Formally。

　(A4)　For a11 λ7　＝(λ71，ｘ2，‥・ ，ｘｋ)∈　Ω，ん　∈　Γand for any non-negative δ，

f{BI{x),WI{x)) = (BI(x) 十8,WI(x) 十ﾘ1(5)) = f(BI{x) 十勁(紅 WI{x) 十δ)

for some continuous functions 沁勁：尺ヰ→尺卜

　Using axiom (A4) we can develop ａ joint characterization of the normalized ratio

form index Pai,a2 and the difference form index Pi. This is shown below｡

　Theorem ｙ Ａｓｓｕｍｅ that tｈｅｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic　fｕｎｃtioniｓｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓ＾ diffeｒｅｎtiahle.
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Aｓｓｕｍｅ　alｓｏ that the ｒｉｇｈt ｐａｒtｉａｌ ｄｅｒiｖａtiｖｅ ｏｆ tｈｅ ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ ａt 乙ｅｒｏ ｗith

ｒｅｓｐｅｃt　tｏ tｈｅ ｆｉｒｓtａｒｇｕｍｅｎt ｅｘiｓtｓ （ｕ

7):Ω→尺1 ｗith ｓｕｃｈ ａ ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ ｓａtiｓfieｓ ａｘｉｏｍｓ (Al)(or(A2)),(A3)

and (A4) if皿ｄ ｏｎｌｙ if　it iｓ of ｏｎｅ ｏｆ　the folloｗｉｎｇ ｆｏｒｍｓ :

　(i) Pci,c2{x) = ciBI{x) - C2WI(x)for ｓｏｍｅ ａｒbitｒａｒy　ｃｏｎｓtａｎtｓ c1，c2＞0，

　(ii)島

1．(ｘ)＝ｃ

(jで万万

一1

)

和ｒ ｓｏｍｅ ａｒbitｒａｒy　ｃｏｎｓtａｎtｓ c > 0, ai,a2 > I,

ｗ/z･E?だλ7＝(ｘ1，λ72，‥・，λ7だ) e Q,k ｅ　ｒ　ａｎｄ I　ｅ Ｓ Ｄ ａｒｅ　ａｒbitｒａｒy，

　ＰＲｏｏＦ: See Appendix.

　Since the constants ci and c2 in the above theorem are arbitrary, we can choose them

to be equal to the corresponding constants in Theorem ２ and therefore use the same

notation. The same remark applies for the constants ai and り

　To check independence of axioms (Al), (A3) and (A4), consider the characteristic

functions /i,力(ａs defined earlier) and f4(s,t) = (2^ ^十 s ― t ― I). Then /i satisfies

axioms (Al) and (A3) but not axiom (A4), /3 is a violator of axiom (Å3) but not of the

other two, while 八fulfills all the axioms except (Al). We therefore have

　Remark ２.　Axioms (Al), (A3) and (A4) are independent.

　Again, the characteristic function /2 meets axioms (A2) and (A3) but not (Å4).０ｎ

the other hand /3 violates axiom (A3) but not the remaining two. Finally,八fulfills a11

the axioms except (A2). This enables us to state the following:

　Remark ３.　Axioms (A2), (A3) and (A4) are independent.

　The transformed ratio form index (1十島i,a2) has a structure similar to the Zhang-

Kanbur index PzKix) =R7(x)/WI(x). However, one minor problem with 7:)ｚf is its

discontinuity if W / (ｘ)＝O. The transformed index and hence Pai,a2 do not suffer from

this shortcoming. However, the alienation and identification components of polarization

are incorporated correctly in the formulation ｏｆ ｐＺ£･

　In the literature on income-inequality measurement, it is ａ common practice to relate

an inequality index with a welfare function in ａ negative monotonic way and vice -versa.

For instance, we may define the welfare function びassociated with any inequality index

/ defined on £)aSび(ｘ)＝入(ｘ佃‾/(・).ぺiVhen efficiency considerations are absent, that

is, the mean income λ(x) is fixed, an increase in inequality is equivalent to ａ reduction

in welfare and vice-versa. A proportionate or an absolute increase in all incomes will

increaseびdepending on whether / is a relative or an absolute index (see Shorrocks,

1988 and Chakravarty, 2009).Ｎｏtｅ also that given ａ functional form of び, we can

generate the form of the inequality index /. In a similar attempt, Chakravarty et al.

(1985) determined the functional form of the underlying social welfare function from

the knowledge of the ethical income mobility index suggested by them.

　Likewise, ａ similar problem can be the issue of generating an inequality index from

ａ specific polarization index. More precisely, for ａ polarization index with a particular

structure, we identify one possible corresponding subgroup decomposable inequality
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index. In other words, given the polarization index, we determine the functional form of

the underlying subgroup decomposable inequality index by constructing an appropriate

algorithm. Thus, we may regard the problem as the dual ０ｆ generating polarization

indices from inequality indices. For this purpose we assume at the outset that for fixed

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

ん∈Γand (wi, n2, ..
・，恥)∈^^

the polarization index 7):Ｈ£) lli→R
1

satisfies the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

following axiom:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

　(A5):　Ｆｏrａｌｈ＝(い，ｘ2，…，丿)ＥＨｆ)ｙ7)(y)一戸(ｘ)＝埓( ！，と )リ(jc'), where

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

y＝(y1，y2，…，丿)ｗithy＝λ(が)1″' ａｎｄパ＝丿foり≠ i', Vi is ａ positive real

number, assumed to depend on the vector (旦よ) and g is ａ non-negative valued function

　　　　　　ん

defined on Ｕ£)″(

　　　　　　j＝１

　Note that we are not assuming here that the polarization index is feasible. However,

it will be demonostrated that feasibility drops out as an implication of our structure･

The transformation that takes us from ｘ to y makes the distribution y' in subgroup /

perfectly equal and leaves distributions in a11 other subgroups unchanged. Given posi-

tivity of Vi, axiom (A5) states that the resulting change in polarization, as indicated by

7)(y)－7)(めｊＳ non-negative (since g is non-negative)汀his is quite sensible. Assum-

ing that
ｙ is

unequal, ａ movement towards perfect equality makes the subgroup more

homogeneous and because of closer identification of the individuals in the subgroup,

polarization should not reduce. Since the transformation does not affect the distribu-

tions in all subgroups other than subgroup /， we are assuming that the change does not

depend on unaffected subgroups' distributions. However, it is assumed to depend on

ｙ
， the original

distribution in subgroup 八and the vectors of population sizes of the

subgroups and their mean incomes｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

　Theorem 亀　If　tｈｅ ｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓ　ｐｏｌａｒiｚａtｉｏｎ ｉｎｄｅｘ Ｐ:　Ｈ ｎｎｉ →7?1 ｓａtiｓfieｓ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

aｘｉｏｍ (A5) ，　tｈｅｎ theｒｅ ｅｘiｓtｓ ａ ｃｏｒｒｅｓｐｏｎｄｉｎｇ ｓｕｂｇｒｏｕｐ ｄｅｃｏｍｐｏｓａｂｌｅ ｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓ in 一

ｅｑｕaliｔｙ　ｉｎｄｅｘ l：(Ｉをlｙく)Ｕ(白ぴく) →･Ｒ＼ of the tｙｐｅ ｌ(λ11″1，λ2l"2,...,

　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1　　　　　　j＝1

　　　　　　ん

λμ゛)十Σ (Oi(n,X)I(x')ｗhich tａｋｅｓ ｏｎ the ｖalｕｅ乙ｅｒｏ　foｒ tｈｅ Ｐｅ巾ｃtりｅｑｕal diｓtｒi -

　　　　　j＝1

　　　　　　た

hｕtｉｏｎ ｏｎ Ｕ£)″(

　　　　　j＝１

　ＰＲＯＯＦ: See Appendix.

　Note that Axiom (A5) does not say anything about the identification and alienation

factors of P. However, using Theorem ４, we can clearly extract them since the retrieved

index is subgroup decomposable･

　Remark ４.　From equation (44) in the appendix we observe that ？ can be ex-

pressed as (caBI - C2WI) for some subgroup decomposable inequality index ハhat
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん
becomes zero for the perfectly equal distribution on Ｕ£)″へwhere ｃ１げ2＞O are arbi-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1
trary constants. Therefore, itis ａ feasible index of polarization for the inequality index

defined in equation (43)in the appendix.

　Remark ５.　Since Theorem 4 is concerning existence of ａ subgroup decompos-

able inequality index, we have considered an inequality index that can be generated

by an algorithm from the polarization index satisfying Axiom (A5) and which satisfies

subgroup-decomposability. If we assun!ｅ that (Oi{n,X) = Vi{n,X)/c2 depends only on

ＨｉIn， then given the domain, this inequality index is ａ member of S£). Furthermore, /

will be symmetric whenever ？ and リare. Finally, ifリtakes on positive values for a11

distributions which are not perfectly equal, then / will satisfy NON also.

Remark 6. SinceIｶ1がく)Ｕ(しぴく)is “ closedsubsetof D andパs con-

tinuous, / can be continuously extended to £)(Rudin, 1987, p. 99).

that£) can be identified with 　　Ｕ

m/er,l≦j≦/，

DG

1

£)町

ぐ　
Ｕ

ｊ
Ａ UＤ゛j

j＝1

(Here we assume

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　5.　CONCLUSION

　Polarization is concerned with clustering of incomes in subgroups of a population,

where the partitioning of the population into subgroups is done in an unambiguous ｗａy･

Ａ reduced-form polarization index is one which abbreviates an income distribution in

terms of‘alienation' and ‘identification' components of polarization.　The between-

group term of ａ subgroup decomposable inequality index is taken as an indicator of

alienation, whereas within-group inequality is regarded as an inverse indicator of iden-

tification.Ａ criterion for ranking different income distributions by a11reduced-form ｉｎ'

dices is developed under certain mild conditions. Some polarization indices have been

characterized using alternative sets of independent axioms. Finally, the dual problem

of generating an index of inequality from ａ given form of polarization index is inves-

tigated. Evidently, our result on ordering will be more powerful if it can be extended

to the case of non-reduced-form polarization indices. Since in this paper we have ad-

dressed three different issues that are based on reduced-form indices only, we leave this

as a future research program. Another line of future investigation is the demonstration

of ａ formal relationship between the bipolarization ordering and the ordering discussed

in this paper.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　6.　ＡＰＰＥＮＤｌχ

　Proof OF Theorem １.　Suppose X >p y holds. Consider the polarization index

几(ｘ)＝ BI(x) - sWI(x), where £ > 0 is arbitrary. By definition, 几(x) is ａ feasible

index. Now, 几(x) > Peiy) implies that 召／(め一召 I(y) >£{WI( 功一 WI(y)). Since

ε＞O is arbitrary,letting E→O, we get Blix) ≧R7 (y).
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　Next, consider the feasibleindex て(め＝ ｅＢＩ(x)-WI(x),wheres > 0 is arbitrary.

Then PUx) > P'iy) implies that Ｗ /(ｘ)－Ｗ/(y)＜ 臥BI (ｘ)－ BI(y)). Again

because of arbitrariness of e ン0,ｗｅｌｅけ台O and find that W 7(め≦ WI{y).

　Now, at least one of the inequalities j /(め≧ R7 (y)ａｎｄ WI{x) ≦WI{y) has to

be strict. This is because if j /(ｘ)＝ BI (y)ａｎｄ WI{x) = WI{y), then /)(ｘ)＝

八BI(x),WI(x)) -八BI (v), W/(v)),that is, P(x) = P(y), which contradicts the

assumption X >p y･

　The proof of the converse follows from the defining condition of the feasible po-

larization index, that is,increasingness in the firstargument and decreasingness in the

second argument.　□

　Proof OF Theorem ２.　Since the components of the two inequality indices con-

sidered are onto functions, we can restate axioms (Al)and(A2)as follows:

where∫け，α，β

get

　　　　y(i十ａリ)－ｙ(ｘ,０＝砂け,陶バα)，

　　　　fis,t)-f(斗ｔ 十β)＝ (山丿ｈ(,β )，

≧O are arbitrary. Putting 5 = 0 in㈲and assuming positivity

　　　　y(ｏリ)－y(O丿＝剌0 丿g((x).

ｊ
ｊ

４
　
５

ぐ
ぐ

ｏｆαwe

(6)

For ａ 丘xed z Ｅ尺i, define力: 叫→g 1 by 石(め＝μｉ丿, where ｓ ≧O.

Then continuous differentiability of y implies that 力is also continuously differen-

tiable and moreover, it is increasing. Further, by assumption, 万(O)＞O which im-

plies that ノ(αバ)＞ノ(0,0 for all α> 0. Also, by increasingness ofリwe have,

リ(α)＞リ(0) = 0. This, along with (6) yields:砂(O丿＞O for allr Ｅ７?しHence, for

alls,t e R＼. we have, xj/(s丿≧剌O丿＞0｡

　From (4) and (6) it then follows that

ノ(５十〇リ)－ズ皿０

　ダ((り)－ア(O丿

for alls, t≧0.

　We rewrite (7) in terms of 力as follows:

ｿ沁十α)一石(め

　石(α)一京O)

巾脈t ）

剌Oj）’

ir(s,t)

一
剣O丿

(7)

(8)

　Note that the right hand side of (8) is independent of a. So we can divide the denom-

inator and numerator of the left hand side of (8) by a and take the limit of the resulting

expressions as α→O. Then (8) becomes

万(め

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　万(O)

where // stands for the derivative of 石．

砂(ｉｊ)

砂(O丿

(9)

By assumption the right hand side of (9) is

positive. This along with positivity of が(O)(by assumption) implies that 万(め＞O for

alh＞0.Ｆrｏｍ this it follows that
町皿０

　む
＞O for all s, t≧0.

Because of independence of the right hand side of (8) of a, the derivativeof the
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lefthand side of(8) with respect toαis zero. This gives (八α)一八O))ﾌﾞ吊十α)＝

(ﾌﾞ沁十α)一石(め)万(α)，frｏｍwhich it follows that

力(i十α)一石(め　　片(５十α)

　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　一　力(α)一京O)　　　片剛

(10)

　Equations (8),(9) and (10) jointlyimply that

　ｶﾞﾙﾗﾙﾀﾞ)ニルタhich gi゛es片(゛十゛)ニ(片(め片剛)ブ(0). Define the func-

tionμz:7で十一ｙ尺1byμ沁)＝片(め/片(O).Ｔｈｅｎthe previous equation becomes

　　　　　　　　両(ｙ十α)＝両(め両(α)　　　　　　　　　　　　(Ｈ)

for all s, a≧O.　Sin ｃｅ　f　is continuously differentiable,μz is continuous.　The gen-

eral nontrivial solution to the functional equation (11)iS given by μバs) = (a(t)y for

some continuous function a:尺ヰ→7でﾔ十・where∫≧O is arbitrary (Aczel･ 1966･

P. 41). Letting //(O) = w(t),we can now write // as //(5) = (a(t)yw(t) for some

continuously differentiable maps両切:7?ヰ→7でﾔ十. Integrating // we get

ﾌﾞ沁） 一

一

(ａけ)yw(t)

　loga(0
十wi{t), a{t) ≠1

皿(o十町(削　卵)＝１

(12)

where∫≧O is arbitraryand 切1: 叫→尺1 is continuously differentiable.We rewrite

(12) more explicitlyas

(帥))‰(0

　1og卵)
十wi(t), ait) ≠1

皿･(り十町(０ a(0 ＝１

(13)

wherい，r≧O are arbitrary.

　We now show thatａ(O is a constant for all? ≧0. First, note that there is nothing

to prove if a(o＝1 for a11 r ≧0. lfa(t) ≠1 for some t≧0, then consider the set

B = {t ≧O: a{t) ≠几which is assumed to be non-empty. Now, (4) along with the

血St equation in (13) implies that for all n≡ｊ and for all 5 ≧0，

け巾げ十(゛ｕ/(o　(a(t)yw(t)

　　　　　　　　－　　loga(0　　　　1ogα(0

Putting s = 0 in (14) we get
((ａけ)丿－1泗(Z)

　　1o即(Z)

＝巾心t沁 (α).

＝剌0 丿gia), which gives

(14)

　　　　　　　　　　　　((ａけ))“－1)＝φ(oリ(α)，　　　　　　　　　　　(15)

whereφ(o＝匯(O丿10即け))畑(Z)ａｎｄ Ｚ e B is arbitrary. Since by assumption

ａ(o≠1 for a11Z e B, the right hand side of (15) is non-zero for a11o; > 0. Substituting

α＝1 and 2 in (15) we get ((ａ(巾－1)＝φ(oリ(1) and i(a け))2－1)＝φ(oリ(2)

respectively. Dividing the right (left) hand side of the second equation by the corre-

sponding side of the firstequation, we get ((α(0)＋1)＝リ(2)か(1), which implies

that for a11ｔ　ｅ　Ｂべ1(o＝－1十リ(2)か(1)＝らa positive constant. But a(t) = 1

for allnonnegative ＺＥ召ｃ，the complement of B. Sineｅ　ａ(Ｏ is ａ continuous map on
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its domain and 召is ａ non-empty set, 召ｃmust be empty. Thus, ａ(oニらa positive

constant not equal to one, for a1□≧O. Hence in either case, ａ(O is ａ constant. In the

sequel we will write ａ in place of a(t).

　Therefore, equation (13)ｎｏｗ can be written as

whereぶけ

valued.

μi丿
一

一

a’ｗ(Z)

-
log a

十叫(巾　Ｏ＜ａ≠１
(16)

　　　　　　　　い以o十町(巾　a = 1,

≧O are arbitrary,W, Wl are continuously differentiableand 切is positive

Proceeding inａsimilarmanner and making use of axiom (A2) we get

b'y(s)

10gか
十yi(s) Ｏ＜か≠1，

り／(め十Kl(5), b = l

(17)

for some continuously differentiable maps ｙ，y1 : 尺ヰ→尺り

We can also show that
町凪０

Now, for comparing (１

Case l:

加
剛

＜O for all 5, z≧0.

and (17) we need to consider various cases.

f(s,t) = sw(t) + wi(t) =tyis) 十n (s)
■

(18)

　By axiom (A3), wi(O) = yi(O) = 0. Putting i = 0 in (18), we get g1(o＝り/(O).

Likewise, for Z ＝O， we have に(O)＝y1(牡Substituting these expressions for 町

and n in (18), we get 皿(り十り/(O)＝り／(め十皿ﾉ(O)，frｏｍ which it follows that

亘以り一以O))＝心心)－ｙ(O)).Ｓｉｎｃｅ this holds for all s, t≧0, there exists ａ

constant 6 such that 以Z)＝以O)十 9t and y(め＝ｙ(O)十 es. Hen ｃｅ　f(s,t) =

亘以O)十θZ)十 ty(O). Differentiating this form of y partially with respect to ｙ and Z，

we get

∂fisj)

- ＝佃(O)十z)＞O and

then negativity of

positivity of

町凪０

-

∂ﾉ(り‘)

み

町(ｘ丿

一 ＝（ｙ（O）十み）〈0. Now, ifθ＞0

cannot hold for alls ≧0.０ｎ the other hand, ifθ＜0,thｅｎ

cannot hold for all sufficientlylarge positive Z. Hence the only

possibility is thatθ＝O. Consequently, y Ｏけ)＝～(O)十 ty(O) = CIS ― C2t, where

ｃ１＝以O)＞O and c2 ＝－ｙ(O)＞O(by positivity and negativity of partial derivatives

of y with respect to s and Z respectively, as shown earlier).

　Case II:

ダ(s,t)

By axiom (A3),

a’ｗ(0

-

log a
十町(o＝卵/(め十 yi(s)

以O）

十g1(O)＝y1(O)＝O.

Ｏ＜ａ≠１ (19)

(20)

logび

Puttingj ＝Oin(19)ａｎｄ using theinformation y1(O)＝O from (20) in the resulting
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expression we get /(0,0ニ

(♂－1)(呻卜以O))

ぐ
、

θ

　　　log a

y(５)－ｙ(O)

(�－1)/1ｏgａ

(♂－1)
-
log a

Now,
町(ｉ

-
　み

　
　
＝

ｊ

ｏ＿Ｊ

一

一

for a11s,t >0.
　　　　　－

　Sub-case l: ａ　＞　1.　Then

inequalityin (25) ase <

十wi(t) ニty(O). Substitutingthe expression for

(♂－1)叫り

　10即
♂ｕﾉ(O)

　logfl

(♂－1)ｕ/(O)

　　logfl

十り/(O).

十wi(O)

十り／(め

=constant― 9 (say).

(2Ｄ

＝ｙ1(∫),which, in view of

♂－1垣(O)

　lo即
Substituting

(22)

This givesｙ(め＝y(O)十

十り／(O).

≧　0, otherwise for

θ

（

a' -

1０g ど7

1）

(23)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　(24)

a sufficiently high value of

十ｙ(Ｏ)＜０ (25)

is increasing and unbounded in ぶ＞O. So if

　　　　　　　　　　　　　－

(以O))(♂－1)

10g･7z

c1(♂－1)

log a

十ty(O), which, in view of

－ｃｏtwith c1 ＝以O)＞0

for all 5 > 0, which implies thatθ≦y(O)1o即

呻）

-
logび

wi(t) obtained from this equation into (19) we have

/ (s, t) =

Similarly, putting Z ＝Oin(19)ｗｅ find

uﾉ1(O)＝一以O)/lo即(obtained from (20)) givesｙ沁)＝

thisvalue of yiis)into(19) we get

ア(s,t)

Equating the functional forms of y given by (21) and (22) we then have

心/(均一]/(0)),from which it follows that for all 5, Z＞0

(以o一以O))

　　Z

for all^,Z≧0, and wit) = w(0) 十6t. Substitutionof the functionalform

of y(s)into(22) yields

　　　　　　　　　　f{s,t)=
(♂－1)佃(O)十附)

　　　logfl

佃(O)十θZ)＞O for all 5, Z≧0.Ｆｏ□＝O thisimplies that

　　　　　　(以O)十附)＞０

holds for all t　≧0. Hen ｃｅｏ

ら佃(O)十 Ot) will be negative.

　Also
　　　　　　　　　　　　町(χ丿

加

(♂－1)
-
log a

θ＞O， then ｃｈｏｏＳｉｎい＞Osufficientlylarge, we can make the left hand side of the

inequality in (25) positive, which is a contradiction. So the only possibility is thatθ＝0.

Plｕggingθ＝O into(23) we geけ(゛･ｏニ

our earlier notation, can be rewritten as 八州 )＝

and ｃ２＝－y(O)＞O.

Sub-case II: O < a < 1. In this case also (24)h01dS so that θ≧0. We rewrite the

y(0)＼oga

(1－�)



Applying axiom (A3) to(26) we get

y(O)

一

一

1０g

十ｕﾉ1(O)＝O　and (27)
以O）

十ｙ1(O)＝0.

十叫(o＝
がｙ(め

-
logb

a’ｗ

Ｏ＜わ＜１

where ｃ１げ2＞O are same as before and ｃｙ(一c1≦(y≦O)is ａ constant.

　Case ＩＶ:

　　　　　バi丿

for alls, t≧0.

(26)

(０

－

ａ
十yi(s) , 0 < a, b≠１

(29)

(30)

. Substitution of

logb

(が－1)

lo勁

θ

log a

and wit) = w(0) 十

log a

(が云ﾑﾃﾞ(O).SｕbStitｕtiｎg

logfl

呻）
十yi (0), which in view of the

十y1(社We solve thesetwo

以O）

-

log a

(28)
1ogか

ｙ(め
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Using our earliernotation,we have ダ(ｉ,Z)＝(♂－1)(⊇ ＋ｐZ

以O)＞0,c2＝－y(O)＞O and p ＝　e/lo即. Also O ≧p = e/＼o即

Case III:ダ(５バ)= sw(t) 十叫(o＝
b'y(s)

logb
十ｙ1(め,０＜か≠1.

-C2t、where、c1＝

　≧ｙ(O)＝－c2.

Solution in this case is similar to that of Case II and (by symmetry) is given by

CIS - C2
(が－1)
-
10gか

cμ－(が－1)(⑤

b > I.

七）

log/?

十wi(t) =

　　㈲０

びy(O)
-
logb

十g1(o＝

十ｕﾉ1(O)

(が－1)ｙ(O)

ｙ(め

-
logb

logfl

PｕttｉｎＤ＝Oin(26)ｗｅ get,

ノ(ｊ，０＝

Next, put f = 0 in (26) to get,

equations to get y沁）＝

f(s,t)

logfl

second equation in (27) can be rewritten as

the value of ｗ1(O obtained from this equation into the firstexpression for y ０，t)in (26)

we have
(♂－1)ｕ/(0

　　log a

aＳＵ）(O)

♂ｕﾉ(O)

10gど7

十ｕ/1(O)－

(from the firstequation in (27)) gives ｙ沁)＝

(♂－1泗(O)

　1o即

10gろ

, which in view ofｒ1(O)＝－

(♂－1)以O)　ｙ(め

logfl

this form of yi(s) into the second expression for 八s,t) in (26) yields

(が－1)ｙ(め

　logb

Equating (28) and (29) and simplifying we get,

　　　　　　　　　　(♂－1)(以り一以O))　(が－1)(y(め－ｙ(O))

10gわ

for all^, Z≧0. As in the earlier cases ｙ(め＝y(O)十θ
(♂－1)
-
logfl

for some constant θ. Substituting this form of y (s) into (29) we get,
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ノ(ｙ丿

Now
町(ｙ

-　み

Ｏ

一

一

(♂ －1泗
一
logfl

(O)

(QLﾑ1)(ﾚ(O)十θ(

＞O implies that

　　　　　　　θ(が－1)

for allf ＞0.０ｎ the other hand,

　　　　　－

1ogか

町凪０
-　附

θ(♂－1)

log a

十以O)＞0

＜O implies that

十y(Oト０

♂－1
-
log a

ｊ

円）

(32)

(33)

for all5 ≧0.

　Again varioussub-cases come under consideration.

　Sub-case l:　a> l,b > 1. Applying the same logic as in the case 11,we getθ＝O.

So the general solution in this case is 八ｉ丿＝

by (31) becomes f(s,t) =
C1

logび
(♂－1)

c1＝削O)＞0,c2＝－ｙ(O)＞O andり＝

over, from (33),θ＜

O with 77＝

　　Sub-case

f(s,t) =

θ

y(0)logfl

(1－�)

logαlogが

IV: O ＜ａ＜1,0＜

j1（♂－1）一丿≒

log a　　　　　　　　＼ogb

わ＜

(がー

θ≦y(O)1o即, which implies that
C1

C1

(♂－1)－

C1

C2

(が― 1), where

(♂－1)
-
log a

　C2

logb

1s DOS

u;(0)logか

　(卜的

(が－1)十

. This

log a

　C2

logb

　　θ

logalogろ

Thus, 0≦θ≦}/(0)logfl. Consequentlyけり丿＝
logfl

＼ogb

口＝ｗ(O)げ2＝－ｙ(O)＞O are same as in Case l，

　Sub-case II:　ａ> 1,0 <か＜1. Considering (33) and noting that

itiveand unbounded above we conclude thatθ≦O. From (32) we getθ＞

for ａ１Ｄ＞0，ｗhich implies that θ≧ w(0)＼ogb. Thus, the general solution given

(が－1)十り(♂－1)(が― 1),where

, with O ≦りlogfl≦ｃ1

Sub-case III:　O〈ａ〈1丿＞1. Here using (32) we conclude thatθ≧0. More-

for all 5 ＞O， which implies thatθ≦y(O)10即

(♂－1)－

･7(♂－1)(が― 1), where ｃ１＝以O)ａｎｄ ｃ２＝－y(O)ａre positive and －c2 ≦ＯＯ勁≦

1. Applying the same logic as before we get

1)十･7(♂－1)(が－1)，ｗherｅ以O)1o勁≦

≦77≦一、

c2
.、withり＝

ノ

‾　　‾　　log
ｙ　　　　　　　log

a log わ

｢he sufficiency is easy to check. □

logfl

completes the necessity part of the proof. The sufficiency is easy to

　Proof OF Theorem ３.　We will prove the Theorem for axioms (Al), (A3) and

(A4). A similarproof willrun if axiom (Al) is replaced by axiom (Å2卜From the

proof of Theorem ２ we know thataxioms (Al) and (A3) forceハｏ take one of the two

forms given by (16). Now, suppose / is given by the second form in (16). Applying

axiom (A4) to thiscase we have,
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sw(t) 十wi(t) = (s 十ﾘ 2(8))w(t 十δ)十 wi(t 十δ)， (34)

for ａｌｈよδ≧O. Putting i ― 0 in (34) we get, wi(t) ― wi(t 十δ)＝ﾘ2(δ)ｕ巾十紅

which when subtracted from (34), on simplification, gives s(w(t 十8)-w( 巾＝0，

from which we get w(t + 5) = w(t) for a11 らδ≧0. Thus, w(t) ― a constant=ci,

say. Substituting this value of w{t) in the equation wi(t) 一心(r十δ)＝ﾘ 2(8) wけ十δ)，

we get wi(t) - wi(t 十δ)＝ﾘ3(δ)forａｌｈｊ≧0, whereﾘ 3(S) = cig2(8). Note that

by axiom (A3), wi(O) = 0. So,の (8) ― ―wi(8), which implies that 町(Z十δ)＝

wiit) 十wi(8) for a11い5≧0. The only continuous solution to this functional equation

is wi(t) = q't for som ｅｑ’ｅ Ｒ１ (ＳｅｅAczel, 1966, p. 34). Hence in this case / is

given by f(s,t) = CIS 十力･ By increasingness of y in s, ci > 0. Note also that

q' = /(O, 1) < /(0,0) =O(by axiom (A3)). So we rewrite the general solution as

y(∫,t) = CIS 一Cot, where ｃ１，c2＞0｡

　Next, we take up the firstform in (16). By axiom (A4),

匹帥）
-
log a

十wi(t)

♂十g2(δ‰(7十δ)

　　log a
十wi(t 十δ)

for ａｌｈよδ≧O. Ｐｕttin邸＝O in both sides of (35) we have

But
(♂－1)

　loga

十町(o＝

�2(δ‰(r十δ)

　　logfl
十wi{t 十δ)．

(�2(叫心 十8)-w( 巾＝０．

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

以り

-
log a

Subtracting the left (right) hand side of (36) from the corresponding side of (35) and

then rearranging the resulting expression we get

(♂－1)
-
log a

＞O for alU ＞0.This shows that

　　　　　　　　　　　　(�2(δ‰(z十δ)一以巾＝0

for allい5≧0.

　Now, recallfrom (16)that以り＞O for a11r ≧O. Therefore, from (38) we get,

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　以0

for allい5≧O. Putting r ＝Oin(39)ｗｅ have,

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　竺よととｰ　-!72(δ)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　w(0)

From (39) and (40) it follows that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　t卵十 8) w(8)

for allr,δ≧0. As we have noted in the proof of Theorem ２，the general solution to

this equation is given by 以り＝ｃＶｆｏr some constantsべC >0. Ａ comparison of

(36) and (38) gives Wl(t) = Wl(t 十8) for a11らδ≧0, so that wi(t) =constant=^,
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say.　Hence the complete solutionin thiscase is fis,t) =

aｓｃ≒ｔ

logo
+4F.Ｂy axiom

(Å3)，な＝一

二

. Consequently, /り丿＝二(♂ぐ－1).ｌｎｃrｅａsingneSs and
　　　　　　log a　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　10g･7z

decreasingness of / in its firstand second arguments respectively require thatａ ＞1

and g〈1. So the solution can be written as ダｏ丿＝ｃ(スー1 I, where ｃ ＞o and

なこここ7

o

じなLごｎstJts. This completes the necessity part of the proof. The sufficiency

Proof OF Theorem 4. Given χ 一

一

　　　　　　　　　　　ん

（ｘ１，ｘ２，‥・，λＴだ）ＥＨ Ｄ＾ｉ and Xi

　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

一

一 λ(ｙ)

define ａ sequence {y(雨as follows:

　　　　　y(O)＝ｘ，

　　　　　y(1)＝(λ1 1″1，x＼.. ・，λ7だ拡

　　　　丿(2)＝丿(1) for /≠２，丿(2)＝λ21ｙ

　　　　丿(3)＝丿(2) for j≠3，y3(3)＝λ3l≪3 ， and so on. Finally,

　　　　丿(だ)＝丿(だ－1)forノ≠だａｎｄ丿(ん)＝海防.

　Thus, for any j，1 ≦j≦ k, we have, y(0＝(λ1 pi λ21″2，‥・，λ,-l"',Jc'十1，‥・，λ7だ)･

Note that for all / and元入(y叩))＝λ(ｔ/)，λ(y(り)＝λ (x) and y(ん)＝

(λ11″1，λ2l"2,...,λμ町).

　It is given that for ａｎリｊ≦ｊ≦ k,P(y(i))-P(y(i-l)) =Vi(n,y) リ(ｙ)．Ｓｕｍ-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　んming over all/,we get P(y( だ))－7)(y(O))＝Σ句(旦よ)リ(

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

P(( 入11"1, λ2l≪2

Now define / :

I(x) =

う　
Ｄ

だ
Ｈ
Ｊ

ぐ

じ
ｊ１

一
Ｑ

　
＋

入μ゛))－/)(め

Ｕ(且が
ｊ

一

一

Σ

j＝1

x'). That is,

Vi(n, X) ﾘ(ｘ')

→尺ヰby the following relation:

１

7)(λ1pi 入21″2，‥。λｊ恥)一二 P(x)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｃ2

　　　　　　　た
り(め　if ｘ eU ｎｎｉ

　　　　　　　ｊ＝1

for X
一

一

　　　　　　　　ん

(い，λT2，…，丿)ＥＨ ｎｎｉ，

　　　　　　　　j＝1

(42)

(43)

where ｃ１げ2＞Oarｅ arbitrary constants. Clearly, there is no ambiguity in the definition

of /. By continuity of P,I is continuous. From the above definition it follows that

7)(λ1 1≪1,λ21″2，‥・，入μ町)＝c1/(λ11″卜λ21″2，‥・，λμ″゛)，ａｎｄリ(ｙ)＝７(ｙ)，１≦

ｊ≦ん. Substituting this into (42) we get
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7)(χ)＝c1/(λ1 1″1，λ2l"^...,λμ町)一ｃ2

where coi(n, X) = vi(n_,と)/Ｑ丿his in turn

I(x) =± P(Xi 1≪1,λ2l≪2

　　　Ｃ1

gives

　ト

　ん

Σ

j＝1

coi(n,k)リ(ず)

λμ陶十二μ)(λ1 1≪1,λ2l≪2

　　　Ｃ2

　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

I(Xi 1≪1,λ21″2，‥・，λμ゛)十Σ叫(旦よ)/(

　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1

ｙ）

(44)

４汗)-ﾌ:)(め) 一

一

Thus, 7 is subgroup decomposable.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ん

To show that 7 takes on the value zero for the perfectly equal distribution on Ｕ£)≪'■;

　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

j＝1

observe that /(ｙ)＝(7)(y)－/）(め)痢(旦こ)，ｗhich implies tha□(ｄ｀)＝O for ａ11

●
１ １＜ｊ＜だand for all c ＞0.　□
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